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Abstract— Many times Relational Databases fails due to lack of support for handling the vast   unstructured semantics of Big 

Data .Applications generating Big data are not efficient with relational databases in term of storage Space, database load time , 

query run time and application flexibility . When to use NOSQL data bases and which NOSQL database is good choice among 

the available NOSQL DB like Key-Value store, document store, column oriented DB, Graph DB or time Series DB needs to be 

evaluated carefully to get optimal performance in term of storage and query execution. This paper is about the Cloud based 

NOSQL –columnar oriented Database performance evaluation along with other NOSQL services like DynamoDB. Many 

prominent cloud providers like Google Cloud, AWS cloud and Microsoft azure Cloud they all provide NOSQL data bases as a 

service. These Databases are schema less, ACID free and flexible with full governance support for specific application need.   

This   paper   mainly   focuses   on cloud based   column oriented data base performance with AWS Redshift. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Facebook, Yahoo,  Google  they  all  are  relying  on 

NOSQL databases for many services which is provided by 

them. Till 2005 - 2007, almost every internet application that 

hosted data creation, updations, deletion and display services 

i.e in all data management services harnessed their data 

handling strengths from SQL based RDBMS (Relational 

Database Management System). SQL is the standard 

language that is supported by such RDBMS for the basic 

CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) operations as well 

as the advance operations that consists of JOINS, 

TRIGGERS, Transactions, etc. Thus SQL technology was 

the most popular and widely used database technology at that 

time. But, since 2005 the size of data began to grow on an 

unexpected pace due to the advent of technology. Sources of 

data generation multiplied in numbers, playing the role of 

one of the major contributors to increasing size of data. This 

turning point in data technology, lead to the introduction of 

Big Data. The primary obstacle was that SQL was falling 

inefficient in terms of handling data that was increasing 

beyond its handling capacity. Although its capacity was 

stretched to  occupy big data, but this  put  forth a  lot of 

constraints on the actual functioning of SQL. One of the 

major issue was not only the size but also the widening of 

variety. Big Data constitutes the data that spreads in no one 

domain, but multiple domains. Data gradually began to lose 

structure and extensive applications endorsing image files, 

video files made it more difficult to store the actual files in 

directory file system and store their respective paths in the 

database.  This proved cumbersome when retrieval 

operations came to light. As a counter attack to these issues, 

already introduced in  1998  NoSQL  was  reintroduced  in 

early 2009 as a concept of database systems that are non - 

relational and did not expose the SQL. NoSQL functions at 

the cost of ACID transactions, but it provides extensible 

scalability, partitioning and distributed data storage. 

 

This paper evaluates AWS cloud based services for data 

analytics and business intelligence i.e. AWS Redshift and 

AWs Athena. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

Jagdev Bhogal and Imran Choksi in their IEEE publication 

“HANDLING BIG DATA using NoSQL”(published in 29th 

International Conference on Advanced Information 

Networking and Application Workshops, 2015) introduced 

primary and quite significant comparisons between the 

NoSQL and SQL systems in the big data context. NoSQL 

(abbreviation for not only SQL) is the emerging technology 

in data management domain and serves as a viable 

alternative to SQL based systems. The fact that is 

highlighted in this publication is that the major problem to 

solve is not; how NoSQL can replace SQL, but how 

NoSQL and SQL can be used in a complementary 
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fashion together. One needs to understand the requirements 

of data structure and accordingly decide to opt for whether 

SQL or NoSQL.     The author  demonstrates the 

significant trade-off between three major requirements of 

data management paradigm name Consistency, Availability, 

virtually infinite scale out. Although data stored in cloud 

based  NoSQL systems is available anytime, anywhere and 

also they can be scaled on in infinite (preferably huge) 

scaling magnitude, but NoSQL systems trade-off with 

consistency and ACID transactions. Many times Big Data 

cannot be handled using relational databases i.e. SQL. The 

author demonstrated these peculiarities by implementing a 

small prototype application using both SQL and NoSQL. 

For SQL, Oracle APEX was considered and for NoSQL, the 

document-oriented MongoDB was selected. The author 

illustrated this difference by comparing two different visual 

schema definitions of the same application. One was the 

fixed schema to be implemented in SQL and another was 

the Document Schema to be implemented in MongoDB. 

When technically analyzed, the author attributed a fact why 

NoSQL provides better performance is that NoSQL schema 

can reduce the hassle of multiple joins and complex queries. 

Normalizing the schema definition in SQL provides clean 

and segregated structure, but this also requires a number of 

joins  and  complex nested  queries to  retrieve even  small 

amount of relationally linked data, on other hand NoSQL 

being of no fixed schema and flattened tables , can easily 

retrieve data with simple function calls (for eg: in 

MongoDB).    The author concluded by suggesting 

applications of NoSQL in strategic business data and IoT 

based sensor networks that are nothing but the real-time 

data. Applications of referential integrity and which possess 

no concrete structure are more preferred to be handled by 

NoSQL systems. Dynamic data model applications are most 

suitable for NoSQL. 

 

Yishan Li and Sathiamoorthy Manoharan in the IEEE 

publication   “A   performance   comparison   of   SQL   and 

NoSQL databases” make an effective comparison between 

the existing SQL technology for handling big data and the 

rapidly emerging NoSQL technology. The author puts forth 

the idea that not all NoSQL base  database  management 

techniques are as efficient as SQL but also attributed to the 

fact that SQL lacks some major features that NoSQL 

provides. In this publication, the author compares the key - 

value implementations of both NoSQL and SQL databases. 

The comparison is based on four major data management 

operations viz. Read, write, delete, retrieval.   The author 

provides introductory information about the initial 

implementations of NoSQL technology namely Google’s 

Big Table and the Amazon’s DynamoDB. The author further 

provides information about the various existing 

implementations of NoSQL, among them are MongoDB, 

Hypertable,  Apache  CouchDB,  Apache  Cassandra, 

RavenDB and Couchbase. The author has compared above 

NoSQL implementations with the Microsoft’s SQL Server 

Express using an experimental setup to test the time taken 

by each of these implementations in performing operations 

like Instantiate, Read, Write, and Delete. Also, retrieval of 

the data is considered. For instantiate operation, the 

RavenDB NoSQL implementation ranks fastest while SQL 

Express ranks slowest. For reading operation, the 

Couchbase and MongoDB perform the best while RavenDB 

performs  the  worst.  SQL  Express  ranks  on  the  third 

positions in this comparison. For a write operation, 

Couchbase and MongoDB again bag the top 2 positions, 

while RavenDB and CouchDB finish at second to last and 

last respectively. SQL Express makes it to the fifth position 

on this run. For a  delete operation, the results are quite 

similar  to   that  of  the  results  of  the  read  operation. 

Couchbase, MongoDB and SQL Express prove themselves 

the front runners while RavenDB and CouchDB take the last 

positions. The maximum number of records that are read, 

written and deleted as well as fetched are 100000 records. In 

the final test i.e fetch all records operation, SQL Express 

ranked the fastest while other NoSQL implementations did 

well. CouchDB still was the last rank holder while 

Couchbase was excluded in this test as there are no APIs 

available for fetching all the keys. The author concludes by 

stating that NoSQL is peculiar because this technology is 

optimized for its key - value implementations. While SQL is 

not yet optimized. The author asserts that there are a wide 

variety of NoSQL implementations available and existing 

for  applications.  One  can  easily  observe  how  different 

NoSQL implementations perform best for respective 

operations and worst for respective operations. The overall 

performance of MongoDB, a document-oriented 

implementation of NoSQL performed the best,  if  the 

inability of Couchbase to fetch all records is considered; 

otherwise Couchbase is the front rank holder. The author 

also argues that these database comparisons and standings 

may not hold true when these are tested for more complex 

operations, although these implementations undergo various 

changes and revisions that may lead to degradation of 

existing features and introduction of new features. Cloud 

based NOSQL will have an issue of consistency but it 

always guarantees eventual consistency .  

 

III. NO-SQL COLUMNAR ORIENTED DATABESE  

 

Column-oriented databases (COD) are  dealing  with the 

way  data  is  physically  stored  on  disk  such  that  each 

column  is  stored  continuously  in  its  own  separate  

space/file.  This allows for two important things: 

 

a) COD achieve better compression ratio to the order of 

10:1 because of ingle data type to deal with at continuous 

disk space. 

b)  COD achieve better data read performance because it 

avoid whole row scans and can just pick and choose the 
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columns specified in SELECT query. 

By using numbering system in columnar databases, 

algorithms can be used to simplify the retrieval of data. 

Each Columnar database system has highly sophisticated 

methods of gaining further performance measures. AWS 

Redshift ,Azure Hbase in HDinsight, Google Big table are 

column Oriented NO SQL Data bases. 

 

Nowadays size of data are increasing continuously and also 

RDBMS makes inefficient use of disk to maintain and store 

large amount data due to which query processing 

becomes slow. Thus column-oriented database are more 

efficient for handling records with the minimum use of 

disk. Almost all the organization maintains record of data 

for its further use due to which size of the warehouse is 

continuously    increasing. Organizations a r e  moving   

towards NOSQL solutions, like key-value oriented DB, 

Document DB, Columnar Oriented DB and time series DB. 

Each of these Databases are suitable for specific kind of 

applications.  

  

 In columnar oriented data stores, data are stored and 

retrieve in columns and hence it can only able to read only 

the relevant data if required. For accessing large amount of 

data we can compress data using column-oriented database 

for efficient storage. For OLAP system row oriented 

database is not suitable as it takes more time and storage to 

process data. Below figure 1 is an AWS Redshift Columnar 

Oriented service .First a data warehouse created which is 

called Redshift cluster. A table schema is shown in figure 2 

for AWS Redshift .Data set with 149970 rows are uploaded 

on cluster .Later different SQL based queries are fired and 

performance is recorded. Queries can be fired using AWS 

Redshift consol or AWS command line interface (CLI). 

The performance of SQL queries are shown in Table 1. It is 

found that sum, count, max, min is always efficient in 

Columnar Oriented Databases because the data is stored 

vertically as shown in Figure 3 . Considering data 

compression, faster Read/ Write access, scalability, 

availability and better performance for aggregate queries, it 

is advisable to use COD for specific scenario. Also, Columns 

are stored sequentially.   Sequential   access   is   much   

faster   than random access. Column Oriented database can 

also be compressed more efficiently with similar values  

stored together. This saves on capacity and values can be 

read faster.  Compression, aggregation queries, scalability 

and fast to load query are its key benefits. This example 

demonstrates the table created with single cluster on AWS 

Redshift with dc2.large node. Figure 3 demonstrates the 

create Table query and shows the columnar oriented 

database layout on AWs portal. Create tables query run time 

recorded is 7.6s .Figure 4 shows group by query 

performance. 

 

 
Figure 4: AWS Redshift with query performance for group 

by query 7.6s 

 

Id fn ln city state email mobile liketheater likesports Likeconcerts likejazz likeclassical likerock likebroad likeProj 

Figure 1: AWS Redshift  Table Schema 

 

Figure 2: AWS with create table query  
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Figure 3: Columnar Oriented DB on AWS Redshift 

Table 1: AWS Redshift query performance  

 

Sr.No. Query  Run time  

1 Create table  9.7s 

 

2 Select * from User    5.28s 

3 Select userid from User  ( one Column) 3.93s 

4 Select userid,firstname from User  ( Two Column) 3.98s 

5 Select userid,firstname,lastname from User ( Three Column) 6.2s 

6 Select userid,firstname,lastname,city,state from User ( five Column) 5.76s 

7 Select count (*) from User   1.85s 

8 Select query with group by clause 7.6s 

9 Copy from S3 382ms 

10 Select count(* ) from User limit 100 1ms 

 

IV. ANALYSING BIG DATA  

 

AWS Redshift performance of above table can be enhanced 

through combination of MPP-Massive Parallel Processing, 

cluster size and efficient target data compression encoding 

schemes. AWS Redshift can consider as data warehoused 

where cluster is provisioned. AWS also provides Athena 

with standard ANSI SQL which is server less approach,  

where no cluster provision is required. Data which has to be 

analyzed can be directly kept in AWS unstructured storage 

i.e. S3 .It can work on JSON, CSV files uploaded in S3. To 

use Athena it is required to create DDL statement on Athena 

consol. In this experiment data which is CSV file with 1000 

record   is kept in S3. Various quires were fired and 

performance is s shown in figure 5 . 

 

 
 

Figure 5: AWS Athena with query run time 

0.75s 

 

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  AWS  Athena  is  faster  as 

compared to AWS Redshift in our case . AWS Redshift took 

5.25 s for SELECT * from User .Select two columns from 

table took 1.74 s with AS Athena whereas 3.98 s with 

).75 

Column 

names 
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Redshift .initialization time for AWS     Athena was 

significantly less than Redshift because of no cluster 

initialization  in Athena .In this setup for adhoc queries 

Athena is better choice Scalability is good in Redshift.When 

dataset is larger , and more queries are be triggered , in that 

case performance of Redshift will vary depending upon 

cluster size.AWS also provides Dynamo DB which is key 

value document and document Data base. As per AWS 

specification “DynamoDB can handle more than 10 trillion 

requests per day and support peaks of more than 20 million 

requests per second.” Figure 6 shows the DynamoDB from 

AWS portal. 

 

 
Figure 6: DynamoDB – key value DB on AWS 

portal 

 

DynamoDB is  very well  suited  for  applications likes  

Catalog ,User profile and content management where 

schema is not defined or changing for reach item inside a 

table. Dynamo DB flexible schema less key value 

architecture uses SSD – solid state drive to store and 

process the data . It sues Sharding as its load balancing 

strategy and gives high performance. It is interesting to note 

that AWS Redshift and Dynamo DB services can be used 

together. Data arriving from sources can be kept in 

Dynamo DB, after cleaning it can   be   transferred   to   

Redshift   wherehouse   for   deep analytics. Dynamo DB 

pricing model as shown in figure 6 can be on demand or 

provisioned based on Read/Write request from an 

application. Reading is reading an item of size 4KB and 

write request is one write of an item upto 1 KB size. One 

can also use Auto scaling feature to automate the capacity 

management for the table. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Cloud based NOSQL DB has a big role to play in terms of 

distributed DB, availability, scalability, performance and 

security. Prominent Cloud providers provide verity of 

NOSQL DB which differs in architecture and function. A 

paradigm shift is required from SQL to Cloud based NOSQL 

as per the desired task. NOSQL databases need to be 

even more purposefully used than SQL to have efficient 

operations. 

NOSQL  are  designed  for  large  volumes  of semi 

structured or unstructured data. Columnar oriented database 

like AWS Redshift as a service application are in content 

management systems, blogging platforms, systems that 

maintain counters and services that have exponential usage. 

Bigtable, Cassandra, HBase, Vertica, Accumulo, 

Hypertable,     etc     are     some    examples    of column- 

oriented  data store which can be used for specific scenario. 

Despite   the   academic   and   commercial   success   of 

NOSQL DB in real time analytics, Big Data, Internet of 

Things (IoT) , product catalog, Social networking gaming 

applications, Mobile applications, fraud detection,  there 

are still several interesting directions for future research. 

In particular, there is a substantial opportunity for hybrid 

systems .In a given scenario shortcomings of relational 

database  and  the  strengths  of  v a r i o u s  t y p e s   o f 

NoSQL databases m u s t  b e  e v a l u a t e d  c a r e f u l l y . 

We expect that NOSQL data models from cloud will  start to  

find  their  way into the project undertaken by under 

graduate and post graduate students and even the main 

purpose of this paper was to provide the motivation for the 

same. 
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